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Professional Summary

Able to work in big or small teams. Willing to learn and acquire the
additional skills necessary to advance my career. Good under pressure
and working with different personalities to achieve goals with the
highest standards My communication skills are very good and
efficient. To seek and maintain the full-time position that offers
professional challenges utilizing interpersonal skills, excellent time
management, and problem-solving skills. A hardworking and
passionate job seeker with strong organizational skills.

Work History

King Khaled Eye Specialist Hospital - Opthalmic Technician
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
08/2020 - 02/2023

Worked flexible hours across night, weekend and holiday shifts.●
Skilled at working independently and collaboratively in a team
environment.

●

Excellent communication skills, both verbal and written.●
Developed strong communication and organizational skills through
working on group projects.

●

Organized and detail-oriented with a strong work ethic.●
Proved successful working within tight deadlines and a fast-paced
environment.

●

Demonstrated respect, friendliness and willingness to help
wherever needed.

●

Volunteered at local community organizations, providing
assistance with day-to-day operations.

●

Gained extensive knowledge in data entry, analysis and reporting.●

Additional Information

in the field of hospitality, which gave me experience in dealing with
various groups of society. The 2.5 years program in the hospital has
shaped me far greater than I could imagine or hope. Every single
day was unique and exciting; the conversations and discussions
with doctors who have many years of experience were a treasure to
say the least. The constant pressure of the type of work that I was
doing on a daily basis has provided me with an ability to handle
pressure but still provide good and efficient results.

●

alfifyyazeed@gmail.com

0506827571

Riyadh, 01

Skills

Personal skills●
Accurate and organized personality.●
Hard worker●
Ambitious and adaptable, Flexible,
patient and convincing.

●

Multitasking Abilities●
Attention to Detail●
Interpersonal Communication●
PPE Compliance●

Education

02/2023
King Khaled Eye Specialist
Riyadh
Diploma
Hospital as an ophthalmic technician,
graduated on the 22nd of February 2023
and was, 2.5 year course



Exercise

Both my mental and physical health are very important to me and
that's why i find exercise and going to the gym one of the most
important part of my day. because it helps me stay disciplined and
motivated and energized every day. in the past i cannot say that i had
all the qualities that i have now and i would say exercise was a major
component to who i am today and that is why it is my favorite
hobbies. 


